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HIDE SW

Description
Residential 24V operator for gates of up to 150 kg in weight, able to integrate completely 
within the pillars of swing gates.
Disappearing completely, it enables keeping the look of the gates “clean” while remaining 
a fundamental element of operational performance.
The Hide range is offered with every kind of accessory needed to complete the installation 
of the gate, including top and bottom hinges.

Its cylindrical shape of maximum outside diameter 80mm allows it to be installed 
rapidly in the jamb of the leaf. The pre-wiring enables fast, user-friendly electrical 
connection to the control unit.

 

Hide SW is able to withstand the most severe weather conditions and wind, allowing 
operation even of solid gates equal to 3m² at up to 120 km/h (class 2, EN13241).

 

The Libra CB HIDE control unit is able to optimize the operator functions, allowing 
separate management of the motors in the times for working, torque control and 
slowing down, calibrating to the actual needs thanks to the built-in “D-Track” function.

 

Summary table

Code Name Kits Voltage Leaf max 
weight

Gate leaf 
length Legend

R930138 00002 KIT HIDE SW • 24V 150kg 2m A
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HIDE SW

Control unit LIBRA CB HIDE

Power supply 24V

Power input 40W

Maximum opening angle 110°

Operation time through 90° 12sec

Slowdown Yes

Impact reaction D-Track

Locking Mechanical

Release Steel cable

Frequency of use Intensive

Environmental conditions from -20°C to 60°C

Actuator weight 8kg

Technical features

LIBRA CB HIDE
Control panel for one or two HIDE SW series operators

LIBRA CB HIDE  D113742 00002

� Application: control panel for one or two HIDE SW operators
� Board power supply: 230V single-phase
� Operators power supply: 24Vdc 200W max each operator
� Main functions:  automatic re-closing, fast closing, partial opening, deadman feature, pulse blocking, separate 

opening/closing
� Main features: removable terminal blocks, programming with display and incorporated dual channel receiver, anti-

crushing, slowdown during opening and closing and electronic self-learning, D-TRACK torque control system


